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Death Slaver’s Crypt 
By Andrew Shields, 5.7.13 

 

Selpridians outlawed slavery when they 

discovered necromancy. According to their 

religion, the dead were beyond reach, but as a gift 

they left behind useable energy and forms for the 

living to use. 

 

When their empire of necromancy was destroyed 

by enthusiastic and religious barbarians, most of 

their lore was destroyed in bonfires. Known as the 

“Death Slavers” by the victors, the Selpridians hid 

artifacts. Modern necromancers want the lore of 

the acknowledged masters of the craft. 

 

The former necropolis of Shaythe has been 

repurposed as the seat of the Gurach Empire, now known as Crown City. In the tumbled ruins of the south district, 

there is a secret passage that leads to some crypts, and a shaft that leads down to a very special tomb—there lies 

Elzarian, Master of the Formless. Locked in his crypt and guarded by the Formless, he was buried with an incredibly 

powerful artifact that allows control of undead formed from crematorium ash and unholy water, sludgy undead. You 

may not want this artifact, known as the Crown of Elzarian, but your favorite necromancer enemy wants it… 

 

Wandering Monster. Rising from the slit in 2, a Gray Ooze or Gelatinous Cube (can be turned, undead.) 

 

1. Flame Statue. Stairs curve down the shaft. A statue has three cave men gathered in awe around a modern 

Selpridian who stands holding a cold blue light aloft, a torch colored the hue of necromancy. Continual Light 

torch, blue. The doors are sealed, brass inlaid in stone, and locked with three locks. Each lock that is interfered 

with animates a Living Statue of a cave man that then attacks. (Attacks on the statues or door also animate 

them, one at a time. After 3 turns of quiet, they return to their positions and heal all the way.) 

 

2. Offering Chamber. A long slit in the floor drops 20 feet to a chill cistern of unholy water and crematorium ash. 

Murals along the walls depict masses of peaceful dead against a luminous background. A door at the far end is 

protected by an enchanted portcullis, resistant to all assaults. Tampering with the portcullis or door provokes an 

Undead Gelatinous Cube to squeeze through the slit in the middle of the room 1d4 rounds later. 

 

3. Ethereal Vistas. The hall leading to this alcove is painted, layering ghostly whites and blues. Rounding the 

corner, the exquisite murals show a realm unlit by the sky, luminous energies of the ethereal plane. 

 

4. Shades of Power. The hall leading to this chamber is painted with oddly convincing shadows. The chamber 

itself appears without border, stretching into a landscape. There is a secret door in the corner. Anyone searching 

that area releases 2d4 Shadows that defend it. 

 

5. Thorn Wreath Candles. Column candles made from human fat tallow, on stands melded with them—iron 

vines with thorns. If touched by live flesh, the candles act as green slime. 

 

6. Fountain of the Artifact. The pool of murky water is actually a +2 HD gray ooze resting comfortably on the 

Crown of Elzarian. It attacks any who touch the edge of the fountain or lean over it, or who tamper with it in 

any way. The crown allows the wearer to rebuke or destroy undead as an evil cleric of their level, and animate 

up to their level in HD of undead once a day. 

 

7. Crypt of Elzarian. His withered body is protected from any necromancy but that of his crown; it can raise him 

to be a lich under the wearer’s command. Anyone laying in his sarcophagus while wearing the crown will 

become a lich with HD equal to their level +2, the crown fused to bone forever. 


